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BEN HARRIS, Drop

Ben Harris is the chief executive and co-founder of Drop, an interactive recipe app - Drop Kitchen - 
that connects to a pipeline of smart kitchen products. The first one, the Drop Kitchen scale wirelessly 
connects to an iPad app to offer features such as rescaling quantities and common substitutions, with 
just a tap. 

“I had always been interested in bringing food and technology together. I wanted to eliminate the 
ambiguity and difficulty around cooking food at home.”

With entrepreneurship running in the family, Ben’s creativeness and self-confidence has encouraged 
him to follow in his parent’s footsteps and set up on his own. Ben’s mother is Elaine O’Hora, founder 
of the Munchies chain of sandwich bars and franchise network, while his father Peter Harris founded 
Ireland’s first courier company, Pony Express.

Ben studied industrial design at London’s Brunel University, where he invented Perfegg, a machine 
to cook the perfect soft boiled egg. Following four years working as a product design engineer, Ben 
established his first business White Zebra Studios, a product design consultancy which was honoured 
by the Institute of Designers Ireland with two awards in its first year.

In 2012, Ben co-founded Drop along with Jonny McCauley, Jack Phelan and Tim Redfern. “The guys 
and I saw an array of connected products being released across the home and felt the kitchen was really 
underserved. We also saw that recipes hadn’t changed over the years; a block of text, a list of ingredients 
and an image. 50 per cent of iPads were being used in the kitchen and recipes were the third most-shared 
content online. With these things in mind, we decided to make our interactive recipe platform.”

In 2013, Drop took part in PCH’s inaugural Highway 1 programme, a hardware accelerator based in San 
Francisco. In February 2014, Ben and the team launched the Drop connected kitchen scale and recipe 
app to the public at the Launch Festival in San Francisco and won the best consumer product award.

Following a successful pre-order campaign in the summer of 2014, the Drop Kitchen Scale went on 
sale in Apple Stores in the USA, Canada and the UK. Today, the product is also available in Lakelands 
in the UK, Harvey Norman in Ireland and also in the Apple Stores in Australia and New Zealand. Drop 
Kitchen Scale is now stocked in over 1,800 Target stores throughout the USA.

With their headquarters in Dublin and a satellite office in San Francisco, Drop now employs a team 
of 14. Ben and his fellow co-founders has been delighted with the start-up’s achievements to date.

“We began with a team of five, with a 3D printed prototype, a rough mock of an app and not enough 
money to pay our Wi-Fi bill in March 2014. Within nine months, we had our product on the shelves of 
every Apple Store in the USA, $1 million in revenue and over $2 million in funding.”

Ben indicates that Drop’s early success would not have been possible without key investors and 
supporters, including PCH, Frontline Ventures, Innovation Works and Enterprise Ireland. Starting out 
from the NDRC Launchpad programme, Drop conducted feasibility studies with Enterprise Ireland 
funding and also received Competitive Start Funding. In 2014, Drop was awarded High Potential 
Start-up support by Enterprise Ireland. Most recently in June 2015, Ben was a finalist in the Emerging 
Category of the EY Entrepreneur of the Year competition.

Ben explains that there are three phases to Drop’s business model. First, the company plan to develop 
beautifully designed hardware products that people will welcome into their kitchen. The team then 
wish to integrate Drop technology with kitchen appliance manufacturers and, finally, build a connected 
social, interactive recipe operating system for the whole kitchen. 

“In the short term, we’re focusing on software launches. In the next twelve months, we expect to have 
more products coming to market.”

Drop is focusing on the benefits of connected kitchen appliances to the end users. Ben believes 
the race to the smart kitchen has begun. “Every one of the kitchen manufacturers now has an 
interconnected programme. In three years a connected kitchen will be ubiquitous, in five years we’ll all 
be wondering how anyone lived without it.”

www.getdrop.com


